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Create Lists
1.  Select the Create Lists Function
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Create Lists
2.  Select an empty review file and then Search Records
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Create Lists
1.  Select the Create Lists Function
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Data Exchange
Importing and Loading Patron Records
1. Select the Data Exchange function
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Data Exchange
2.  Select your Process
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Data Exchange
3.  Import your file
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Data Exchange
4.  Preprocess your file
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Data Exchange
5.  Start the Preprocessing
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Data Exchange
6.  Select the file to load
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Data Exchange
7.  Load the file
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Statistics
1.  Select Statistics from the Function menu
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Statistics
2.  On the Saved Queries tab, select New Query to create a new 
file; select Edit Query to use or modify an existing query
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Statistics
3.  Enter your query parameters then Run the Query
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Statistics
4.  On the Results Tab, the file will show as “in progress” and 
then “complete” when finished.  Select View Report to see 
results.
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Statistics
5. Select Report to choose the fixed field statistics to review ; 
use options to format and export reports
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Conclusion
• Actual task workflows remain the same
• Updating instructions was mostly a matter of inserting new 
screenshots
• Tasks run faster
• Navigation is easier
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